Welcome to the Red Solar Moon Year!
Solar Moon Year Power of : Universal Water

Magnetic Bat Moon Power of : Unify

Heptad 1
Red Heptad: Knowledge Initiates View
HEPTAD PATH 1, PATH OF OUTER MANIFESTATION - POWER OF KNOWLEDGE
BEING EVOLVES SEX
KIN 9

MULUC
Red Solar Moon Power of : Universal Water
Kin 9 - Precept 9 - Cosmic History is the
highest level of information and
comprehension to which previous history
becomes subordinate, transformed and
remade.

365 COSMIC HISTORY QUOTES
Moon 1, 1 - We are at the time of the
greatest intensification in the whole
history of the Earth, if not of the whole
history of the solar system.

Psi Chrono 1 IMIX Red Magnetic Dragon
Power of : Birth

WAVESPELL 1
Red Magnetic Dragon Power of : Birth

This year marks the second year of a 4-year process of holographic alignment (2013-2017) as we are crossing the
bridge of the 3D model of duality into the 5D paradigm of unity consciousness and galactic perception.

This year we are offered the opportunity of supreme solar healing. It is time to heal the core of the earth story and enter
fully into galactic culture. Galactic Culture is the culture of wholeness; the culture of light. It is based on the principles of
Love, Art, Time and Synchronicity. It is a planetary revolution that begins within.

Yellow Galactic Seed (26 July, 2013) marked Ground Zero commencing a new galactic beam and new 104,000-year
galactic spiral density wave. This new beam is a high energy plasma frequency beam. It is telepathically loaded with a
new knowledge base for our planet and has been synchronized to the psi field of the Earth and to Earth's resonant
frequency. This beam is focalized through our Sun like a holographic radio program that is pulsed through its sunspot
cycles.

This Red Solar Moon year is our year to break the "prison of the moon". In the Regina prophecy of Mexico, as told by
Antonio Velasco Piña, Regina is given the knowledge of false time and the prison of the moon from her Tibetan lama
teacher:

"You have progressed very much in the understanding of all kinds of beings, but until now you have treated human
beings very little. When you know them, you will realize that the chars that impulse their actions are almost always
illusory. Men and women suffer and rejoice, work and have fun, love and hate, imposed by a completely deformed vision
of reality. Humankind is living as a prisoner in the jail of illusion/dream, and one of their favourite dreams is precisely to
believe they are free.

What originates this?" said the lama pointing with his index finger to the heavens as he empathically affirmed: "the
Moon."
Solar consciousness is the key that breaks the "spell of the Moon (of artificial time)". The Law of Time states that
the biggest problem of the human race is alienation from nature: its own true nature, which can be remedied by restoring
the memory of the 13 Moons. Number thirteen is the occulted feminine energy that makes time circulate. The Mayan
term: Tin Kanantan is the telepathic solar frequency energy emitted by the Sun when it hits a planetary orbit.

This year is the second year of a 7-year cycle (2013-2020). In this cycle the life codes of our DNA are in a stage of
regenesis, overseen by the 7 Solar Angels. Everything that we have known is being rewritten.

This year we open the Second Light Gate that activates the interdimensional bridge of Timeship Earth. The Red Solar
Moon is New Sirius Cycle 27 (1.27) and marks the second year of the Galactic Seed-Spectral Storm Seed-Storm year
bundle (2013-2017), the first four-year bundle of the New Cycle. This year corresponds with radial plasma Seli: Victory
flows the heart of creation: The Heptagonon of Heart is the master code of the power of divine love.

This year holds the keys to the balance of masculine (solar) and feminine (lunar). The masculine represents divine will
and the feminine divine creativity. The feminine energy reflects the tendency of matter to evolve, and the masculine
energy reflects the tendency of the spirit to descend in order to anchor galactic culture on Earth. Balancing these two
energies reconnects the two circuits that flow from the right to the left hemisphere of the brain. It is this reconnection that
unlocks the new story.

The Law of Time tells us that life itself is a function of a program code originated in the radial matrix of fourth/fifthdimensional time. Just as a hologram functions as a lens, encoding and decoding frequencies, our brains similarly
transform incoming frequencies into our sensory perceptions of reality. Our personal realities are determined by the
frequencies selected, like changing channels.

The codes of the Law of Time and 13 Moon synchronometer offer us the opportunity to switch time tracks and enter the
Noosphere, the planetary mind. But we need to exert to elevate our brainwave frequencies into the fifth-dimensional
range so that we can receive information from higher levels of reality..

Annual Oracle Read-Out

I pulse in order to purify
Realizing flow
I seal the process of universal water
With the solar tone of intention
I am guided by the power of life force.

In the annual fifth force oracle, the Red Solar Moon corresponds with galactic/karmic Mercury and brings the supreme
power of purification with the healing power of Universal Water of compassion. Purification is the source and healing
power of love.To receive the full energy of this new beam we must PURIFY AND RECONNECT WITH OUR ESSENCE,
and then stabilize that connection. Purify your body. Purify your mind. Purify your emotions.

The fifth force oracle consists of: The guide is 9 Serpent (GK Maldek): the storehouse of cosmic memory of previous
world systems and keeper of the secrets of purified sex as the beginning of knowledge. The analog (support power) is
White Solar Dog (SP Mercury): also known as the Compassionate One, assisting us with the remembrance of the allhealing power of cosmic love. The antipode (challenge/strengthening power) is Blue Solar Storm (SP Pluto) challenging
us to catalyze our solar consciousness through the power of self-generation. The occult (hidden power) comes from the
Yellow Overtone Human or the Sage who holds the free will power of wisdom and the knowledge of cosmic prophecy.

In the Hunab Ku 21 galactic archetypes Kin 9 represents The Solar Healer. The Healer is the one who makes whole,
who knows how to flow in wholeness and who knows how to unify the fragments through the power of heart and allhealing love. The Healer knows the ways of the earth, the plants and the secrets of animals. The Healer does not kill any
living thing and encourages a plant-based diet to bring yourself more in harmony with the planet's ecology. The Healer
teaches that self-healing is self-love and that we are all already intrinsically whole.

If we lay this oracle out on the Hunab Ku 21 board we see this oracle connects heptad paths 1,10, 22 and 48. 1-Being
evolves sex; 10: Purification transmits love; 22-Self-Generation evolves love; 48--Self-Generation transmits energy of
purification

Opening to the cosmic flow and solar pulsations we allow the new galactic beam to enter more fully as a new force field
descends on our planet. The GM108X transmission is the central focusing beam of this new force field. This transmission
originated from the star Sirius, which is understood as an interdimensional star council.

In turn, Sirius receives its commands from Hunab Ku, the center of the galaxy. This Red Solar Moon year is the second
year of the cycle of the New Solar Human and the Sirian Supervision program of the New Earth. Each year that we track
the synchronometer we are actually following the Galactic Mayan mind stream back to its source.

In relation to the service wavespell of the year, that of the Red Magnetic Dragon, attracting the power of
birth, this first moon relates to the first step of the wavespell and its purpose.
It is the first wavespell of the Tzolkin and of the Red Castle of Becoming, Court of Birth and represents the
power of Birth, the action of nourishment and the essence of Being. It is also the beginning of the Genesis of
the Dragon that started 26.000 years ago. We have the chance to give birth to ourselves and what we really
need, through our the female, creative power and take care of our belly and the belly of the Earth, source of
all life.
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As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect
to the Equilibrium 1 the Physical Rescue. Bottle 1
will be a purification for the body while it nourishes
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the being. As Magicians we can start being aware
we have all the elements in us, all the tools we can
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use to create and give birth to something new. We
can have a fresh understanding of our role in the
creative process, Our affirmation can be: I love life
and life loves me.
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